TELE-OPERATED VEHICLE, AND VEHICLE CONTROL DEVICE AND CONTROL METHOD THEREOF

A tele-operated vehicle (TOV), a vehicle control device of the TOV and a control method of the TOV are provided. The TOV includes a communication circuit, a sensor, a vehicle control device and a driving circuit. The sensor is configured to sense the environment of the TOV. The vehicle control device is coupled to the communication circuit to receive a remote driving command from the remote control platform. The vehicle control device is coupled to the sensor to receive the sensing result.

The vehicle control device generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result. The vehicle control device determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command. The driving circuit is coupled to the vehicle control device to receive the actual control command. The driving circuit drives the TOV according to the actual control command.
DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND

Field of the Disclosure

[0001] The disclosure relates to a tele-operated vehicle (TOV), a vehicle control device of the TOV and a control method of the TOV.

Description of Related Art

[0002] Existing unmanned vehicle control mechanisms are divided into two types of automatic (autonomous) driving and remote control driving. An automatic (autonomous) driving vehicle is installed with a plurality of sensors, a computing unit and a control unit. According to the complexity of the algorithm, the computing unit and the control unit on the automatic driving vehicle may execute a single driving behaviour or multiple driving behaviours. A remote control driving vehicle is installed with a communication unit and a control unit. The communication unit receives a control command from a remote operator (a remote control platform), and the control unit on the remote control driving vehicle may execute the control command to implement vehicle control.

[0003] In the aforementioned two unmanned vehicle control mechanisms, development of automatic (autonomous) driving is still immature. The automatic (autonomous) driving mostly has limited functions, or is a specific application under a specific environment. Although the remote control driving vehicle can be controlled according to the intention of the remote operator (the remote control platform), in case of poor communication quality and limited awareness of the remote operator on a driving environment, a performance of the remote control driving vehicle is not as well as a performance of a general vehicle (a vehicle with a driver).

SUMMARY

[0004] The disclosure is directed to a tele-operated vehicle (TOV) and a vehicle control device and a control method thereof. The vehicle control device and the control method may combine an automatic (autonomous) driving mode with a remote control driving mode. A remote operator (a remote control platform) may make up for deficiency of an automatic (autonomous) driving algorithm, and the automatic (autonomous) driving may correct a poor control command of the remote operator (a remote control platform).

[0005] The disclosure provides a tele-operated vehicle (TOV) including a communication circuit, at least one sensor, a vehicle control device and a driving circuit. The sensor is configured to sense an environment of the TOV. The vehicle control device is coupled to the communication circuit to receive a remote driving command from a remote control platform. The vehicle control device is coupled to the sensor to receive a sensing result. The vehicle control device generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result. The vehicle control device determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command. The driving circuit is coupled to the vehicle control device to receive the actual control command. The driving circuit drives the TOV according to the actual control command.

[0006] Preferably, the disclosure provides a vehicle control device including an automatic driving circuit and a lane keeping circuit. The automatic driving circuit is coupled to at least one sensor, a vehicle control device and a driving circuit. The sensor is configured to sense an environment of the TOV. The vehicle control device is coupled to the communication circuit to receive a remote driving command from a remote control platform. The vehicle control device is coupled to the sensor to receive a sensing result. The vehicle control device generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result. The vehicle control device determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command. The driving circuit is coupled to the vehicle control device to receive the actual control command. The driving circuit drives the TOV according to the actual control command.

[0007] Preferably, the disclosure provides a control method of a tele-operated vehicle (TOV). The TOV includes a communication circuit, at least one sensor, a vehicle control device and a driving circuit. The control method includes: sensing an environment of the TOV by the sensor to obtain a sensing result; generating an automatic driving command by the vehicle control device based on the sensing result; receiving a remote driving command from a remote control platform by the communication circuit; determining an actual control command by the vehicle control device based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command; and driving the TOV by the driving circuit according to the actual control command.

[0008] According to the above description, the vehicle control device and the control method thereof provided by the embodiments of the disclosure can be applied to vehicles having a remote control function and an automatic (autonomous)
driving function. The remote control platform may send the remote driving command to the TOV, and the driving circuit correspondingly drives the TOV (for example, steering, speed control, etc.). Therefore, a driving operation of the remote operator (the remote control platform) may compensate deficiency of an automatic (autonomous) driving algorithm. Meanwhile, the automatic driving command of the automatic (autonomous) driving may correct a poor remote driving command of the remote operator (the remote control platform).

Several exemplary embodiments accompanied with figures are described in detail below to further describe the disclosure in details.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings are included to provide further understanding, and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification. The drawings illustrate exemplary embodiments and, together with the description, serve to explain the principles of the disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a circuit block schematic diagram of a tele-operated vehicle (TOV) according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a control method of the TOV according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV moves in a lane according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV moves in a lane according to another embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV modifies a remote driving command B according to an automatic driving command A.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a field of view (FOV) image along a moving direction captured by a video camera of the TOV in case of the situation of FIG. 5.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

A term "couple (or connect)" used in the full text of the disclosure (including the claims) refers to any direct and indirect connections. For example, if a first device is described to be coupled to a second device, it is interpreted as that the first device is directly coupled to the second device, or the first device is indirectly coupled to the second device through other devices or connection means. Moreover, wherever possible, components/members/steps using the same referential numbers in the drawings and description refer to the same or like parts. Components/members/steps using the same referential numbers or using the same terms in different embodiments may cross-refer related descriptions.

FIG. 1 is a circuit block schematic diagram of a tele-operated vehicle (TOV) 100 according to an embodiment of the disclosure. The TOV 100 of FIG. 1 includes a communication circuit 110, one or a plurality of sensors 120, a vehicle control device 130 and a driving circuit 140. The sensor 120 is configured to sense an environment of the TOV 100. The vehicle control device 130 is coupled to the sensor 120 to receive a sensing result. For example, the sensor 120 may detect a distance between the TOV 100 and other object (for example, other vehicle, a pedestrian, etc.), and the vehicle control device 130 may track the dynamic object (for example, the other vehicle, the pedestrian, etc.) near the TOV 100 according to the sensing result of the sensor 120. Moreover, the vehicle control device 130 may calculate a drivable area and an optimal path according to the sensing result. Implementation of "calculating the optimal path" is not limited by the present embodiment. According to a design requirement, the implementation of "calculating the optimal path" may adopt the conventional "optimal path" algorithm or other algorithms. Therefore, the vehicle control device 130 may generate an automatic driving command A according to the sensing result.

The communication circuit 110 can be a wireless communication circuit, which is, for example, a long term evolution (LTE) (or a 4th generation (4G) mobile communication network) circuit, a dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) circuit or other communication circuit. A remote control platform 10 outside the TOV 100 can be connected with the communication circuit. The vehicle control device 130 is coupled to the communication circuit 110 to receive a remote driving command B (a control command of a remote operator) coming from the remote control platform 10. The vehicle control device 130 may determine an actual control command C based on the remote driving command B and the automatic driving command A. For example (though the disclosure is not limited thereto), if the control command of the remote operator (the remote driving command B) does not make the TOV 100 to go out of the drivable area, the vehicle control device 130 takes the remote driving command B as the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140. Conversely, if the control command of the remote operator (the remote driving command B) may make the TOV 100 to go out of the drivable area, the vehicle control device 130 may mix the remote driving command B and the automatic driving command A to produce the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140.
is too large, the vehicle control device 130 may take the automatic driving command A as the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140.

[0014] The driving circuit 140 is coupled to the vehicle control device 130 to receive the actual control command C. The driving circuit 140 correspondingly drives the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C. For example (though the disclosure is not limited thereto), the driving circuit 140 may correspondingly drive a steering mechanism of the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C, so as to change a moving direction of the TOV 100. Alternatively, the driving circuit 140 may correspondingly drive a speed control mechanism of the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C, so as to change a moving speed of the TOV 100 (for example, to accelerate or stop the TOV 100).

[0015] In the embodiment of FIG. 1, the vehicle control device 130 includes an automatic driving circuit 131 and a lane keeping circuit 132. The automatic driving circuit 131 is coupled to the sensor 120 of the TOV to receive the sensing result related to the environment of the TOV 100. The automatic driving circuit 131 calculates an automatic driving path according to the sensing result of the sensor 120, and determines an automatic driving command A according to the automatic driving path. Implementation of "calculating the automatic driving path" is not limited by the present embodiment. According to a design requirement, the implementation of "calculating the automatic driving path" may adopt the conventional "optimal path" algorithm or other algorithm.

[0016] The lane keeping circuit 132 is coupled to the automatic driving circuit 131 to receive the automatic driving command A. The lane keeping circuit 132 receives the remote driving command B from the remote control platform 10 through the communication circuit 110 of the TOV 100. The lane keeping circuit 132 determines the actual control command C based on the remote driving command B and the automatic driving command A. The lane keeping circuit 132 controls the driving circuit 140 of the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C, so as to drive the TOV 100.

[0017] For example, the lane keeping circuit 132 may determine whether the remote driving command B makes the TOV 100 to be in an unsafe condition according to the sensing result of the sensor 120. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit 132 may modify the remote driving command B according to the automatic driving command A, so as to obtain the actual control command C.

[0018] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a control method of the TOV 100 according to an embodiment of the disclosure. In step S205, the sensor 120 may sense an environment of the TOV 100. In step S210, the automatic driving circuit 131 may calculate a drivable area and an automatic driving path according to the sensing result of the sensor 120, and determines the automatic driving command A according to the automatic driving path. The step S205 and the step S210 are repeatedly executed in order to dynamically modify the automatic driving command A according to the environment of the TOV 100 in real-time.

[0019] For example, according to the design requirement, the sensor 120 may include a video camera or an optical radar sensor. When the sensor 120 is the video camera, the sensor 120 may capture a field of view (FOV) image along a moving direction of the TOV 100. The FOV image can be transmitted back to the remote control platform 10 through the communication circuit 110. Moreover, the FOV image can also be provided to the automatic driving circuit 131. The automatic driving circuit 131 performs image recognition to the FOV image to calculate the drivable area and the automatic driving path. According to a design requirement, implementation of the "image recognition" may adopt the conventional algorithm or other algorithms. When the sensor 120 is the optical radar sensor, the sensor 120 may emit laser lights and receive the laser lights reflected by objects. By using an optical radar detection technique, the sensor 120 (or the vehicle control device 130) may calculate relative moving coordinates of the objects (vehicles or pedestrians) around the TOV 100 relative to the sensor 120. According to a design requirement, the optical radar detection technique can be the conventional radar detection technique or other detection techniques.

[0020] In step S215, the lane keeping circuit 132 waits and receives the remote driving command B coming from the remote platform 10 through the communication circuit 110. The step S215 and the step S215 are independent to each other and are executed in the same time. In step S220, the lane keeping circuit 132 determines whether the remote driving command B is received from the remote control platform 10. In case of a poor communication condition (for example, the communication is unstable, interrupted, or delay thereof is excessively large, etc.), the lane keeping circuit 132 is probably unable to receive the remote driving command B. In case that the remote driving command B cannot be received, the lane keeping circuit 132 may execute a step S225. In the step S225, the lane keeping circuit 132 may take the automatic driving command A as the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140.

[0021] When it is determined that the remote driving command B is received from the remote control platform 10 in the step S220, the lane keeping circuit 132 may execute a step S230. In the step S230, the lane keeping circuit 132 determines whether the remote driving command B makes the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B does not make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit 132 may take the remote driving command B as the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140 (step S235). When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit 132 may modify the remote driving command B according to the automatic driving command A, so as to obtain the actual control command C (step...
The lane keeping circuit 132 may calculate a prediction path according to the remote driving command B. According to the prediction path, the lane keeping circuit 132 may determine whether the remote driving command B makes the TOV 100 to depart from the drivable area. For example, the lane keeping circuit 132 may adopt a trajectory prediction formula to predict a trajectory (the prediction path) of the remote driving command B. In the present embodiment, the lane keeping circuit 132 may adopt a conventional bicycle model (a following equation (1)) to serve as the trajectory prediction formula. In the equation (1), $y$ represents a lateral position of the TOV 100 in the drivable area, $y'$ represents a lateral speed of the TOV 100, $\Psi$ represents a yaw-angle, $\Psi'$ represents a yaw-rate, $C_{af}$ and $C_{ar}$ are respectively cornering stiffness of front and rear wheels, $l_{f}$ is a distance between the front wheel and a center of gravity, $l_{r}$ is a distance between the rear wheel and the center of gravity, $m$ is a vehicle weight of the TOV 100, $V_{x}$ is a longitudinal velocity of the TOV 100, $I_{z}$ is a rotary inertia, and $\delta$ is a front wheel rotation angle.
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Equation (1)

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV 100 moves in a lane according to an embodiment of the disclosure. In the situation shown in FIG. 3, the TOV 100 is driven to move in a lane, i.e. between two lane lines 310. A video camera (the sensor 120) may capture a FOV image along a moving direction of the TOV 100. The automatic driving circuit 131 may perform image recognition to the FOV image to calculate a drivable area 320. The lane keeping circuit 132 may adopt the trajectory prediction formula to predict a trajectory (a prediction path 330) of the remote driving command B. According to the design requirement, the calculation method of the prediction path 330 may adopt a convention algorithm or other algorithms. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B does not make the TOV 100 to depart from the drivable area 320, the lane keeping circuit 132 may take the remote driving command B as the actual control command C for outputting to the driving circuit 140 (the step S235).

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV 100 moves in a lane according to another embodiment of the disclosure. In the situation shown in FIG. 4, the prediction path 330 indicates that the TOV 100 will depart from the drivable area 320 within one second. Therefore, the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that “the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to depart from the drivable area 320”. Namely, the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition. The embodiment of the disclosure is not limited to the situation that the TOV 100 will depart from the drivable area 320 within one second, and the time for the TOV 100 departing from the drivable area 320 can be adjusted and determined according to a speed or the environment of the TOV 100.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a situation that the TOV 100 modifies the remote driving command B according to the automatic driving command A. In the situation shown in FIG. 5, an automatic driving path 340 represents the prediction path of the automatic driving command A, and the prediction path 330 represents a prediction path of the remote driving command B. The prediction path 330 indicates that the TOV 100 will depart from the drivable area 320 within one second. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to depart from the drivable area 320, the lane keeping circuit 132 may modify the remote driving command B according to the automatic driving command A to obtain the actual control command C (step S240). Shown as an actual path 350 of FIG. 5, the actual control command C (the modified remote driving command) may make the TOV 100 to come back to the drivable area 320.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a FOV image along the moving direction captured by the video camera (the sensor 120) of the TOV 100 in case of the situation of FIG. 5 according to another embodiment of the disclosure. An image 600 is the FOV image along the moving direction of the TOV 100 captured by the video camera (the sensor 120). A location 601 shown in FIG. 6 is a location of the TOV 100, and a direction 602 is a direction of the TOV 100. The automatic driving circuit 131 may calculate the automatic driving path 340 to serve as the automatic driving command A. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B may make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition, the automatic driving command A is introduced to adjust the actual control command C. For example, the lane keeping circuit 132 may set a target point 341 on a follow path of the automatic driving (the automatic
For example (though the disclosure is not limited thereto), a distance between the location 601 of the TOV 100 and the target point 341 can be a moving distance of the TOV 100 after one second predicted according to a current speed of the TOV 100. An included angle between the direction 602 and a moving direction of the TOV 100 from the location 601 to the target point 341 is a modifying angle \( \gamma \). The lane keeping circuit 132 may take the modifying angle \( \gamma \) as the actual control command C. The actual control command C \( (\gamma) \) is taken as the front wheel rotation angle \( \delta \) in the equation (1), and the actual control command C \( (\gamma) \) is substituted into the equation (1) to calculate a modified trajectory, i.e. the actual path 350 of the TOV 100.

The method of generating the actual control command C is not limited to the aforementioned embodiment. For example, in some other embodiments, the lane keeping circuit 132 may calculate an equation (2) to obtain the actual control command C. In the equation (2), A represents the automatic driving command, B represents the remote driving command, and a weight \( w \) is a real number and \( 0 \leq w \leq 1 \).

\[ C = (w)A + (1-w)B \]  

Equation (2)

[0028] The automatic driving circuit 131 may calculate the automatic driving path according to the sensing result of the sensor 120, and determine the automatic driving command A according to the automatic driving path. When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B does not make the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition (for example, the situation shown in FIG. 3), the weight \( w \) in the equation (2) can be set to 0 (the step S235). When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the remote driving command B makes the TOV 100 to be in the unsafe condition (for example, the situation shown in FIG. 4), the weight \( w \) in the equation (2) can be set to a real number greater than 0 and smaller than 1 (the step S240). When the lane keeping circuit 132 determines that the TOV 100 cannot receive the remote driving command B from the remote control platform 10, the weight \( w \) in the equation (2) can be set to 1 (the step S225).

[0029] Referring to FIG. 2, in step S245, the driving circuit 140 may correspondingly drive the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C. For example (though the disclosure is not limited thereto), the driving circuit 140 may correspondingly drive the steering mechanism of the TOV according to the actual control command C, so as to change a moving direction of the TOV 100. Alternatively, the driving circuit 140 may correspondingly drive a speed control mechanism of the TOV 100 according to the actual control command C, so as to change a moving speed of the TOV 100 (for example, to accelerate or stop the TOV 100).

[0030] It should be noted that in different application situations, related functions of the vehicle control device 130, the automatic driving circuit 131, the lane keeping circuit 132 and/or the driving circuit 140 can be implemented as software, firmware or hardware through general programming languages (for example, C or C++), hardware description languages (for example, Verilog HDL or VHDL) or other suitable programming languages. The software (or firmware) capable of executing the related functions can be stored in any known computer-accessible medias, for example, magnetic tapes, semiconductor memories, magnetic disks or compact disks (for example, CD-ROM or DVD-ROM), or the software (or firmware) can be transmitted through the Internet, wired communication, wireless communication or other communication media. The software (or firmware) can be stored in computer-accessible media to facilitate a processor of a computer to access/execute programming codes of the software (or firmware). Moreover, the apparatus and method of the disclosure can be implemented through a combination of hardware and software.

[0031] In summary, the TOV 100 of the embodiments of the disclosure can be applied to vehicles having a remote control function and an automatic (autonomous) driving function. The TOV 100 is installed with the communication circuit 110, the sensor 120 and the vehicle control device 130. The automatic driving circuit 131 of the vehicle control device 130 may dynamically calculate an optimal driving path (the automatic driving command A) according to a driving area, a communication status and surrounding objects. When the remote driving command B of the remote operator (the remote control platform 10) is interrupted, or the remote driving command B may cause a danger (for example, the TOV 100 is about to collide with a lateral vehicle, or the TOV 100 is about to exceed the drivable region 320), the lane keeping circuit 132 of the vehicle control device 130 may modify the remote driving command B according to the optimal driving path (the automatic driving command A) until the TOV 100 returns back to a safe state. In case that the communication status is normal and the remote driving command B is save, the lane keeping circuit 132 executes the remote driving command B in priority.

Claims

1. A tele-operated vehicle (100), characterized in that comprising:
a communication circuit (110);  
at least one sensor (120), configured to sense an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100);  
a vehicle control device (130), coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10), and coupled to the sensor (120) to receive a sensing result, wherein the vehicle control device (130) generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result, and determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command; and  
a driving circuit (140), coupled to the vehicle control device (130) to receive the actual control command, and configured to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command.

2. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the vehicle control device (130) comprises:

- an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to the sensor (120) to receive a field of view image of the tele-operated vehicle (100), and configured to calculate an automatic driving path to serve as the automatic driving command; and  
- a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, and coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive the remote driving command, and configured to determine whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) sets a target point on the automatic driving path, and takes an included angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control command.

3. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the vehicle control device (130) comprises:

- an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to the sensor (120) to receive the sensing result, and configured to calculate an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determine the automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and  
- a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, and coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive the remote driving command, and configured to determine whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) modifies the remote driving command according to the automatic driving command to obtain the actual control command.

4. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 3, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates a prediction path according to the remote driving command, and determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a drivable area according to the prediction path.

5. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 3, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates an equation $C=(w)A+(1-w)B$ to obtain the actual control command $C$, wherein $A$ represents the automatic driving command, $B$ represents the remote driving command, and a weight $w$ is a real number and $0 \leq w \leq 1$, wherein the weight $w$ is set to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command $B$ does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, wherein the weight $w$ is set to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command $B$ from the remote control platform (10).

6. A vehicle control device (130), characterized in that comprising:

- an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to at least one sensor (120) of a tele-operated vehicle (100) to receive a sensing result related to an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the automatic driving circuit (131) calculates an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determines an automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and  
- a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, wherein the lane keeping circuit (132) receives a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) through a communication circuit (110) of the tele-operated vehicle (100), the lane keeping circuit (132) determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command.
command, and the lane keeping circuit (132) controls a driving circuit (140) of the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command, so as to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100).

7. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) modifies the remote driving command according to the automatic driving command to obtain the actual control command.

8. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the automatic driving circuit (131) takes the automatic driving path as the automatic driving command for transmitting to the lane keeping circuit (132), and the lane keeping circuit (132) determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) sets a target point on the automatic driving path, and takes an included angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control command.

9. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates a prediction path according to the remote driving command, and determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a drivable area according to the prediction path.

10. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates an equation $C=(w)A+(1-w)B$ to obtain the actual control command $C$, wherein $A$ represents the automatic driving command, $B$ represents the remote driving command, and a weight $w$ is a real number and $0 \leq w \leq 1$, wherein the weight $w$ is set to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command $B$ does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, wherein the weight $w$ is set to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command $B$ from the remote control platform (10).

11. A control method of a tele-operated vehicle, characterized in that the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprises a communication circuit (110), at least one sensor (120), a vehicle control device (130) and a driving circuit (140), the control method of the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprising:

sensing an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the sensor (120) to obtain a sensing result (S205);
generating an automatic driving command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the sensing result (S210);
receiving a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) by the communication circuit (110) (S220);

12. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 11, characterized in that the step of generating the automatic driving command comprises:

calculating an automatic driving path by an automatic driving circuit (131) according to the sensing result; and determining the automatic driving command by the automatic driving circuit (131) according to the automatic driving path.

13. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 11, characterized in that the step of determining the actual control command comprises:

determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition by a lane keeping circuit (132); and modifying the remote driving command by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the automatic driving command to obtain the actual control command when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition.
14. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 13, characterized in that the step of determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition comprises:

- calculating a prediction path by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the remote driving command; and
- determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a drivable area by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the prediction path.

15. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 11, characterized in that the vehicle control device (130) receives a field of view image of the tele-operated vehicle (100), and calculates an automatic driving path to serve as the automatic driving command, and the step of determining the actual control command comprises:

- determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition by a lane keeping circuit (132); and
- setting a target point on the automatic driving path by the lane keeping circuit (132), and taking an included angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control command by the lane keeping circuit (132) when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition.

16. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 11, characterized in that the step of determining the actual control command comprises:

- calculating an equation $C=(w)A+(1-w)B$ by the lane keeping circuit (132) to obtain the actual control command $C$, wherein $A$ represents the automatic driving command, $B$ represents the remote driving command, and a weight $w$ is a real number and $0\leq w\leq 1$;
- setting the weight $w$ to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command $B$ does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition; and
- setting the weight $w$ to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command $B$ from the remote control platform (10).

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2) EPC.

1. A tele-operated vehicle (100), characterized in that comprising:

- a communication circuit (110);
- at least one sensor (120), configured to sense an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100);
- a vehicle control device (130), coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10), and coupled to the sensor (120) to receive a sensing result, wherein the vehicle control device (130) generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result, and determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received; and
- a driving circuit (140), coupled to the vehicle control device (130) to receive the actual control command, and configured to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command,

wherein the vehicle control device (130) comprises:

- an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to the sensor (120) to receive a field of view image of the tele-operated vehicle (100), and configured to calculate an automatic driving path to serve as the automatic driving command; and
- a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, and coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive the remote driving command, and configured to determine whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) sets a target point on the automatic driving path, and takes an included angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control command.
2. A tele-operated vehicle (100), **characterized in that** comprising:

   a communication circuit (110);
   at least one sensor (120), configured to sense an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100);
   a vehicle control device (130), coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10), and coupled to the sensor (120) to receive a sensing result, wherein the vehicle control device (130) generates an automatic driving command based on the sensing result, and determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received; and
   a driving circuit (140), coupled to the vehicle control device (130) to receive the actual control command, and configured to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command,
   wherein the vehicle control device (130) comprises:

   an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to the sensor (120) to receive the sensing result, and configured to calculate an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determine the automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and
   a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, and coupled to the communication circuit (110) to receive the remote driving command, and configured to determine whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) modifies the remote driving command according to the automatic driving command to obtain the actual control command.

3. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 2, **characterized in that** the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates a prediction path according to the remote driving command, and determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a drivable area according to the prediction path.

4. The tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 2, **characterized in that** the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates an equation C=(w)A+(1-w)B to obtain the actual control command C, wherein A represents the automatic driving command, B represents the remote driving command, and a weight w is a real number and 0≤w≤1, wherein the weight w is set to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command B does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, wherein the weight w is set to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command B from the remote control platform (10).

5. A vehicle control device (130), **characterized in that** comprising:

   an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to at least one sensor (120) of a tele-operated vehicle (100) to receive a sensing result related to an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the automatic driving circuit (131) calculates an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determines an automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and
   a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, wherein the lane keeping circuit (132) receives a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) through a communication circuit (110) of the tele-operated vehicle (100), the lane keeping circuit (132) determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received, and the lane keeping circuit (132) controls a driving circuit (140) of the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command, so as to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100).

6. A vehicle control device (130), **characterized in that** comprising:

   an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to at least one sensor (120) of a tele-operated vehicle (100) to receive a sensing result related to an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the automatic driving circuit (131) calculates an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determines an automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and
   a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, wherein the lane keeping circuit (132) receives a remote driving command from a remote control
platform (10) through a communication circuit (110) of the tele-operated vehicle (100), the lane keeping circuit (132) determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received, and the lane keeping circuit (132) controls a driving circuit (140) of the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command, so as to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the lane keeping circuit (132) determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, wherein when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) modifies the remote driving command according to the automatic driving command to obtain the actual control command.

7. A vehicle control device (130), characterized in that comprising:

an automatic driving circuit (131), coupled to at least one sensor (120) of a tele-operated vehicle (100) to receive a sensing result related to an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the automatic driving circuit (131) calculates an automatic driving path according to the sensing result, and determines an automatic driving command according to the automatic driving path; and

a lane keeping circuit (132), coupled to the automatic driving circuit (131) to receive the automatic driving command, wherein the lane keeping circuit (132) receives a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) through a communication circuit (110) of the tele-operated vehicle (100), the lane keeping circuit (132) determines an actual control command based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received, and the lane keeping circuit (132) controls a driving circuit (140) of the tele-operated vehicle (100) according to the actual control command, so as to drive the tele-operated vehicle (100), wherein the automatic driving circuit (131) takes the automatic driving path as the automatic driving command for transmitting to the lane keeping circuit (132), and the lane keeping circuit (132) determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe condition, when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, the lane keeping circuit (132) sets a target point on the automatic driving path, and takes an included angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control command.

8. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates a prediction path according to the remote driving command, and determines whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a drivable area according to the prediction path.

9. The vehicle control device as claimed in claim 6, characterized in that the lane keeping circuit (132) calculates an equation \( C = (w)A + (1-w)B \) to obtain the actual control command \( C \), wherein \( A \) represents the automatic driving command, \( B \) represents the remote driving command, and a weight \( w \) is a real number and \( 0 \leq w \leq 1 \), wherein the weight \( w \) is set to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command \( B \) does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition, wherein the weight \( w \) is set to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command \( B \) from the remote control platform (10).

10. A control method of a tele-operated vehicle, characterized in that the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprises a communication circuit (110), at least one sensor (120), a vehicle control device (130) and a driving circuit (140), the control method of the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprising:
sensing an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the sensor (120) to obtain a sensing result (S205); generating an automatic driving command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the sensing result (S210); receiving a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) by the communication circuit (110) (S220); determining an actual control command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the remote driving command and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received (S225, S235, S240); and driving the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the driving circuit (140) according to the actual control command (S245).

11. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 10, characterized in that the step of generating
the automatic driving command comprises:

calculating an automatic driving path by an automatic driving circuit (131) according to the sensing result; and
determining the automatic driving command by the automatic driving circuit (131) according to the automatic
driving path.

12. A control method of the tele-operated vehicle, characterized in that the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprises a
communication circuit (110), at least one sensor (120), a vehicle control device (130) and a driving circuit (140), the
control method of the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprising:
sensing an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the sensor (120) to obtain a sensing result (S205);
generating an automatic driving command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the sensing result (S210);
receiving a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) by the communication circuit (110)
(S220);
determining an actual control command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the remote driving command
and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received (S225, S235, S240); and
driving the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the driving circuit (140) according to the actual control command (S245),
wherein the step of determining the actual control command comprises:
determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in an unsafe
condition by a lane keeping circuit (132); and
modifying the remote driving command by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the automatic driving
command to obtain the actual control command when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the
remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition.

13. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 12, characterized in that
the step of determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition comprises:
calculating a prediction path by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the remote driving command; and
determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to depart from a
drivable area by the lane keeping circuit (132) according to the prediction path.

14. A control method of the tele-operated vehicle, characterized in that the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprises a
communication circuit (110), at least one sensor (120), a vehicle control device (130) and a driving circuit (140), the
control method of the tele-operated vehicle (100) comprising:
sensing an environment of the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the sensor (120) to obtain a sensing result (S205);
generating an automatic driving command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the sensing result (S210);
receiving a remote driving command from a remote control platform (10) by the communication circuit (110)
(S220);
determining an actual control command by the vehicle control device (130) based on the remote driving command
and the automatic driving command when the remote driving command is received (S225, S235, S240); and
driving the tele-operated vehicle (100) by the driving circuit (140) according to the actual control command (S245),
wherein the vehicle control device (130) receives a field of view image of the tele-operated vehicle (100), and
calculates an automatic driving path to serve as the automatic driving command, and the step of determining
the actual control command comprises:
determining whether the remote driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe
condition by a lane keeping circuit (132); and
setting a target point on the automatic driving path by the lane keeping circuit (132), and taking an included
angle between a direction of the tele-operated vehicle (100) and a moving direction of the tele-operated
vehicle (100) from a location of the tele-operated vehicle (100) to the target point as the actual control
command by the lane keeping circuit (132) when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote
driving command makes the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition.

15. The control method of the tele-operated vehicle as claimed in claim 12, characterized in that
the step of determining the actual control command comprises:
calculating an equation \( C = (w)A + (1-w)B \) by the lane keeping circuit (132) to obtain the actual control command \( C \), wherein \( A \) represents the automatic driving command, \( B \) represents the remote driving command, and a weight \( w \) is a real number and \( 0 \leq w \leq 1 \); setting the weight \( w \) to 0 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the remote driving command \( B \) does not make the tele-operated vehicle (100) to be in the unsafe condition; and setting the weight \( w \) to 1 when the lane keeping circuit (132) determines that the tele-operated vehicle (100) is unable to receive the remote driving command \( B \) from the remote control platform (10).
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